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Most Wisconsin residents would be amazed to discover that the 
most powerful economic development tool available to their local 
governments is something they have never heard of: tax incremental 

financing (TIF). TIF, a financing tool that allows local governments to fund 
economic development projects by capturing the increased property tax 
revenue stemming from these projects, is the single largest economic 
development program in the state of Wisconsin—almost 20 percent larger 
than the entire annual budget of the Wisconsin Department of Commerce.1 In 
2005, Wisconsin municipalities funded $243.6 million of development through 
TIF.2 But despite the massive amount of money funneled through TIF, local 
governments allocate this money in a largely unorganized fashion and often do 
not use this tool to their greatest advantage.

In 2003, Wisconsin enacted its most significant reforms to Wisconsin’s TIF system 
in over a decade. 2003 Wisconsin Act 126 included a host of reforms aimed at 
increasing local governments’ flexibility in using TIF and, most notably, created 
an entirely new class of tax incremental district (TID): the mixed use TID.3 This 
new mixed use classification allows Wisconsin municipalities to fund residential 
and retail developments through TIF funds.4 When added to the three existing 
categories of TIF districts (blighted, rehabilitation/conservation, and industrial), 
the new TID classification allows municipalities to fund essentially every kind of 
development using TIF dollars.5 By increasing municipalities’ ability to use to TIF 
funds in innovative ways—both good and bad—these reforms will expand the use 
of TIF significantly throughout the state. 

Distributed properly, TIF funds could promote a high-road Wisconsin economy 
that preserves open land, keeps downtown districts vibrant, adds high-quality 
jobs, increases public input in city and regional development plans and grows 
the state’s tax base. But many Wisconsin municipalities lack professional 
economic development and city planning staff with the necessary experience 
to structure TIF projects that yield the greatest public benefit. And, to date, 
very little has been written on how Wisconsin’s local governments can best use 
their TIF funds. 

This report seeks to help Wisconsin municipalities use their TIF funds better, 
leveraging more development per public dollar spent and sharing the benefits of 
this development widely throughout the community. The first section gives an 
overview of TIF basics, the restrictions on its use, and how TIF is currently used 
throughout the state. The second section explores the role of the agencies that 
oversee TIF expenditures on a local level—the joint review boards—with an 
eye toward helping them better distinguish appropriate versus inappropriate 
uses of TIF. The report concludes with a series of recommendations for how 
cities and villages can proactively improve the quality of TIF funding requests 
in order to preserve their economic development investments and leverage 
greater benefits for their residents. 

 
Introduction
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When TIF was first authorized in Wisconsin in 1975, the state 
viewed it “…as an alternative to federal categorical aids for urban 
redevelopment which were being phased out.”6 Initially envisioned 

as a way to help cash-strapped city governments fund redevelopment, TIF 
created an innovative payback mechanism for locally-funded infrastructure 
investments. With proper approval, Wisconsin cities and villages were 
allowed to capture the increased tax revenue stemming from their economic 
development investments and use this money to pay back their upfront costs. 
Thus, municipalities in the state had new incentive to issue bonds and provide 
upfront capital for redevelopment projects.

Since 1975, the use of TIF in Wisconsin has changed dramatically. What was 
once a tool specifically created for urban redevelopment is now used to fund 
nearly every kind of development on all types of land. As TIF funds more of 
the state’s economic development activities, it is crucial that local government 
officials have a detailed understanding of how the tool works so that they 
can provide oversight and safeguard the public’s investment. To that end, the 
remainder of this section covers the basics of TIF financing, restrictions on TIF 
use in state law and current TIF use patterns throughout Wisconsin.

Basics of the TIF Payback Mechanism 
In order to create a TIF district, a municipality must formulate a detailed 
project plan for the development of a specific geographic area called a tax 
incremental district (TID). Once the project plan and the boundaries of the 
TIF district are approved by the local legislative body, local assessors and 
the Wisconsin Department of Revenue (DOR) determine a year-one ‘base 
value’ for all property within the TID. As the city and/or developer make 
improvements in the district (e.g., upgrading roads, adding sewer service, 
providing incentives to developers, rehabilitating old buildings, remedying 
brownfields), the TID’s property value increases. Taxes on all property value 
growth above the base value—on what is known as the ‘value increment’—are 
used to pay off the costs of the developer’s improvements. 

This method of financing is demonstrated graphically in Figure 1. Taxes are 
always collected on the full property value of the TID, represented by the 
curving line in the graph. Once these taxes are collected, the local governments 
receive taxes on the base value of the district, while all tax revenue generated 
from the value increment is used to pay back TID debts. Once all project costs 
are repaid, the TID is terminated and local governments receive tax revenue 
from the full value of the district (both base value and value increment). 

� Background
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Creating a TID affects all levels of local government because property taxes 
fund a variety of local services provided by city and county governments, 
school and technical college districts. By approving the use of TIF, local 
governments agree to constrain their ability to raise revenue in that specific 
district for a number of years, in exchange for higher property values in the 
future. The underlying rationale for this agreement is that because all units of 
local government will ultimately benefit from higher property values, they too 
should share in repaying the costs of the development. 

Figure 1 

Value Growth and Tax Sharing in TIF

Source: Modified from Wisconsin Department of Revenue City/Village Tax Incremental Financing Manual. 
Chapter 1, Section 2, “How Does TIF Work”. 
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Funding TID Improvements 
While a successful TID will pay for all of its project costs through future 
increases in tax revenues, municipalities must decide how to fund improvements 
early in a TID’s life. These early investments generate the value increment that 
in turn increases tax revenues, allowing the development to ultimately pay itself 
off. There are three general ways that municipalities finance TIF expenses: 

• Bonding: Cities wishing to spur development quickly often issue 
municipal bonds to provide upfront financing for TIF project costs. As 
the district’s property value increases, the tax revenue on the value 
increment is used to pay off the bonds.7 

• City-led pay-as-you-go: In this financing scheme, a city establishes 
a TID in an area that is already slated for new development that will 
increase property value. TIF allows the city to capture the increased 
tax revenues from this development for use on other projects 
elsewhere in the district. Each year, the city or redevelopment authority 
estimates how much the district’s tax revenue will increase and funds 
improvements based on these projections. 

• Developer-led pay-as-you-go: For projects where a single 
development company is leading the economic development efforts 
in all, or most, of the TID, municipalities may rely on the developer to 
finance its own improvements. The developer usually signs an agreement 
with the city guaranteeing that it receives all of the taxes on the value 
increment for a set number of years, or a percentage of the taxes on 
the value increment until all debts are paid off.

In the early years of Wisconsin’s TIF use, bond financing funded almost all TIF 
projects in the state. Issuing general obligation bonds allows municipalities to 
borrow on their sustained ability to collect taxes, securing financing at very low 
interest rates. This reduces total development costs, shortening the life of the 
district and allowing the city to realize higher tax revenues quicker. 

While bond financing remains the most prevalent method of funding TID 
improvements today, both pay-as-you-go options have emerged as new financing 
strategies. City-led pay-as-you go is generally regarded as the safest of all three 
options because expenditures are tied closely to the amount of additional tax 
revenue the district generates. However, this option is limited in its applicability, 
in that there must be a planned development that creates new value early 
in the TID’s life to fund further developments. To use city-led pay-as-you 
go, municipalities must be attentive to the zoning and permitting processes, 
recognizing opportunities to capture new developments’ value and acting 
quickly to create districts.
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Developer-led pay-as-you-go has emerged as an option only very recently. While 
this financing scheme appears attractive—no upfront costs to the city, no strain 
on the city’s borrowing capacity—in practice it typically costs the city more and 
often yields less beneficial development than other financing options. Private 
financing rates and fees are often many points higher than those available through 
general obligation bonds. On a multimillion dollar project, this significantly 
increases the costs to the public and extends the life of the TID. In addition, 
because the municipality signs a commitment to provide all or part of the taxes 
on the value increment, it must be very specific about what is expected of the 
developer. The developer will have an incentive to add the most property value 
possible to maximize its payments (the taxes on value increment); however, the 
most profitable development may not be the most beneficial to the community. 
Developer-led pay-as-you-go should only be pursued with strict transparency of 
accounting, tight guidelines for appropriate land uses and kinds of development, 
and clauses which allow municipalities to recoup their investment if the developer 
does not hold up its end of the bargain.

Criteria for TID Creation 
In order to create a TID, a municipality and proposed project must meet three 
primary criteria in the state of Wisconsin:8 

1. The base value of the proposed TID plus the value increment of all 
other districts in the municipality cannot exceed 12 percent of the 
equalized value of taxable property in the municipality. This is the 
primary oversight provided by the DOR and serves to prevent one 
municipality from mortgaging too much of its future property tax 
growth in TIF districts.

2. At least 50 percent of the land in the proposed district must meet 
one the following criteria: a.) blighted; b.) in need of rehabilitation or 
conservation work; c.) suitable and zoned for industrial development; 
or d.) suitable and zoned for mixed-use development.9 Additionally, the 
municipality must provide proof that the project will significantly increase 
the value of all other property in the district.

3. The municipality must convene a joint review board consisting of 
members from each overlying tax district and one public representative. 
This joint review board evaluates the specifics of the TID project plan, 
including: whether the land within the TID is as characterized, the 
proposed boundaries of the TIF districts, the TID financing plan and 
expected expenditures and costs. Joint review boards have the power to 
approve or deny TIF districts based on the following criteria:

• Whether the development expected in the TID would not occur 
without the use of TIF (commonly referred to as the ‘but for’ test).

• Whether the economic benefits, as measured by increased 
employment, business and personal income and property value, are 
sufficient to compensate for the cost of improvements.

• Whether the benefits of the proposed plan outweigh the costs, in 
taxes on the value increment, to the overlying tax districts.
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A Snapshot of TIF Use in Wisconsin Today 
As discussed earlier, when TIF was first authorized in Wisconsin in 1975 it 
was conceived of entirely as a tool for urban development and redevelopment. 
Because the land and development costs required to develop urban areas 
exceed those of suburban and greenfield areas, TIF aimed to eliminate the 
competitive disadvantage faced by urban areas. However, despite its stated 
intent to redevelop urban areas, an examination of TIF use across Wisconsin’s 
72 counties indicates that TIF use is heaviest in Wisconsin’s rural and less 
populous counties. 

It is interesting to note that none of the state’s top quartile of counties using 
TIF has a population over 100,000, and only two have populations greater 
than the state average. The state’s most urban counties (Milwaukee, Dane, 
Waukesha, and Brown), have TIF utilization ratios similar to, or below, the state 
average—4.78, 2.45, 4.70 and 3.15 percent, respectively (see Figure 2). This can 
be attributed to two interacting factors: state statutes that favor greenfield TIF 
developments and uninformed use by smaller municipalities hoping to generate 
economic development.10 

Under the current system, it is more difficult for urban redevelopment projects 
to repay TIF costs than for suburban and rural projects. When agricultural 
land is included in a TIF area, the land’s base value is set at its crop-growing 
potential, or use value, rather than its market value. These artificially low base 
values make it easy for TIF districts that assist greenfield development to 
generate value increment, allowing rural and suburban communities to use TIF 
more aggressively than their urban counterparts. 

This has resulted in a dizzying rise in the number of development proposals for 
Wisconsin municipalities, many of which lack professional planning staffs. With 
more and more developers targeting smaller municipalities, elected officials 
and joint review board members from these communities, few of whom are 
professional planners or financial analysts, have struggled to distinguish a good 
deal from a bad one. 
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Figure 2

Average Population of Wisconsin Counties by TIF Utilization

Counties Using TIF Average County Population Average TIF Utilization*

Bottom Quartile 57,920 1.46 %

3rd Quartile 121,666 3.83 

2nd Quartile 87,372 5.97 

Top Quartile 39,099 10.90 

All Wisconsin Counties ��,��� �.�8 

Note: *County-wide TIF utilization was measured by dividing the county-wide totals for value increment by 
the total value of ‘TIF-able’ land in the county.  Because townships have very limited capabilities to create TIF 
districts, we did not consider property value in townships as ‘TIF-able’ land.  

Figure 3

Map of TIF Utilization in Wisconsin Counties

  

Wisconsin TIF Use By County

Lowest Quartile of TIF Using Counties

2nd Quartile

3rd Quartile

Highest Quartile of TIF Using Counties
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� Improving the  
Joint Review Board Process 

Under state statutes, joint review boards act as the primary oversight 
agencies for TIF use. They alone hold the power to approve or deny 
TIF districts by administering the ‘but for’ test and assessing whether 

the proposed district’s benefits outweigh its costs. Too often, however, the 
joint review board process is simply a rubber stamp for the municipality or 
developer that proposed the district. By reexamining how joint review boards 
conceive of the ‘but for’ test and analyze proposed districts’ costs and benefits, 
this section will help joint review boards take a more active role in preserving 
the public’s investment through TIF.

Administering the ‘But For’ Test 
Debate about the appropriateness of TIF funding usually centers around the 
‘but for’ test, the most basic standard by which all proposed TIF-funded 
developments are measured. The test is deceptively simple: if a development 
would have occurred without subsidy, it should not receive public assistance. 
While the need for this standard is clear, its administration is extremely difficult. 
To properly assess whether or not a proposed development meets the ‘but for’ 
test, joint review boards need to have a better understanding of the local real 
estate market and ask tougher questions of applicants for TIF monies. 

Understand the Local Real Estate Market 

While the location, size, costs and benefits of each proposed TIF-funded 
development all factor into whether the proposed development would occur 
without TIF monies, joint review boards cannot understand the broader context 
of the ‘but-for’ test without a sense of the local real estate market. The reason 
for this is that TIF is an efficient development incentive only when it is used 
to spur development that the market would not otherwise provide. Joint review 
boards must understand which kinds of development they can rely on the 
market to provide and which development only becomes feasible when publicly 
assisted. Only when a TIF-funded project will create development that the 
market is unable to provide does that project satisfy the ‘but for’ test.

While each real estate market is different, certain types of development are 
regularly underserved by the market—for instance, developments in blighted 
areas where infrastructure is outdated and consequently must first be 
brought up to code or demolished. Likewise, developments in areas in need 
of environmental remediation require expensive cleanup and consequently 
are not often pursued on a large scale. Similar market failures result in the 
underproduction of affordable housing, the deterioration of main street 
shopping centers and a lack of affordable housing near well-paying jobs. 

Joint review boards that can identify these and other underserved segments of 
the real estate market are in a strong position to administer the ‘but for’ test, 
as proposals that address an underserved market are more likely to satisfy the 
‘but for’ test than those which do not.
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Reframe the ‘But For’ Debate  

Another way for joint review boards to improve how they administer the ‘but 
for’ test is by thinking about the test as a series of questions rather than a 
single, narrow question. Joint review boards often interpret the ‘but for’ test to 
mean, “Would the proposed development have occurred in exactly the same 
form without the requested TIF funding?” Viewing the ‘but for’ test in such a 
narrow manner takes away any meaningful debate about whether or not the 
project is deserving of TIF subsidy because the developer or city will always say 
the project cannot be done without $X million in TIF subsidies and, although 
some may dispute this claim, no one can prove otherwise. The result is that 
joint review boards may over-fund projects and provide assistance in cases 
where significant private development would have occurred naturally.

In contrast, a rational assessment of whether a TIF district satisfies the ‘but for’ 
test requires the joint review board to make its best judgment of what would 
happen to the targeted property over the full life of the proposed TID if no 
assistance were provided. Making an informed judgment call on this matter 
requires joint review boards to ask a number of questions: Would the property 
sit undeveloped for the next twenty years? Would the developer, or another 
developer, submit an altered TIF plan in a couple of years? Would a scaled down 
version of the project proceed that is entirely privately financed? Would the 
same project occur without public financing, but just at a later date?

To help in answering these questions, joint review boards must also ask more 
and tougher questions of the city officials and developers that propose TIF 
projects. Joint review boards can become more judicious with their TIF use by 
considering the following three questions when approving a new TID:

1. What was the municipality’s property value growth over the past five 
years?

2. Have similar projects occurred in the municipality, or in similar 
surrounding communities, without public subsidy?

3. Is the municipality aware of other similar, non-subsidized projects 
planned (through existing zoning and permitting processes, or long-range 
plans) within the municipality?

If property value growth is high and other similar projects are proceeding 
without subsidy, the proposed district likely does not satisfy the ‘but for’ test. In 
these cases, joint review boards should reject TIF funding, indicate their reasons 
for doing so and provide suggestions to the city or developer on how to make 
the proposal amenable to the joint review board (e.g., smaller TIF allocations, 
scaled-down project plans, shorter TID payback or the inclusion of specific 
community benefits).

Assessing the True Costs and Benefits of TIF Use 
Just because a development satisfies the ‘but for’ test does not make it worthy 
for TIF funds. Joint review boards are also required to determine whether 
the proposed district’s benefits outweigh its costs. Assessing a development’s 
costs and benefits is difficult and inherently subjective; however, understanding 
the broad categories of costs and benefits associated with TIF use can 
help Wisconsin’s joint review boards better determine whether TIF use is 
appropriate in particular cases.
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The Costs of TIF Use 

Because TIF districts pay for improvements through future tax revenues, 
many people consider TIF ‘getting something for nothing’. This is simply not 
true. In fact, using TIF carries significant costs, beyond just the dollar value of 
improvements made in the district. These costs fall into five general categories: 

Direct Costs: When most people discuss the cost of a TIF district, they 
are referring to direct costs. Direct costs are the costs of the physical 
improvements (including labor costs) within the district, the administrative 
costs of managing the district, the costs of any consultancies and/or developer 
incentives and the costs of financing all these expenditures.

Service Costs: Although not commonly included in TIF accounting, local 
governments take on new service costs during the life of each TID. New 
development increases demand for city, county, and school district services—
demand not accompanied by increases in tax revenue to provide these services. 
For instance, a new subdivision will send more kids to school, require additional 
snow and trash removal and need more road maintenance. Providing these 
services is costly and, over the full life of a TID, can add up to millions of dollars.

Fixed Tax Base Costs: Fixed tax base costs are the costs of lost tax revenue 
on private development that would have occurred without TIF. When the ‘but 
for’ test is administered with 100 percent accuracy the fixed tax base cost of 
a TID is zero. In many cases, however, the property included in TIF districts 
would generate some form of privately-funded development over the TID’s 
life without any subsidy. If the property had not been included in a TID, local 
governments could receive taxes on this development immediately instead of it 
being diverted to pay off TID project costs.

Opportunity Costs: Using TIF also imposes opportunity costs on local 
governments in two ways. First, by approving one project plan for TID 
development, local governments eliminate the opportunity to develop that 
piece of land in a different manner. For example, if a project plan allocates TIF 
funds for the creation of an entertainment district, it eliminates the possibility 
of developing that land into an industrial corridor. Second, when one TID 
is created, it limits the municipality’s ability to use TIF elsewhere within the 
community, because state law limits the amount of property value which 
municipalities can include in TIF districts.

Negative Externality Costs: Improper planning and land use is costly to 
a community. As a development tool, TIF can contribute to these costs when 
used unwisely. If TIF is used to subsidize greenfield development on the urban 
fringe it contributes to sprawl, congesting commuter corridors and increasing 
pollution. If TIF lures businesses away from dense urban centers, it contributes 
to the spatial mismatch between jobs and employees, simultaneously creating 
labor shortages and unemployment. Likewise, if TIF is used to attract employers 
that do not pay living wages, the public bears the cost of wage supplements 
and social services for the working poor.11 
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Common Costly Uses of TIF
Greenfield Development

One very costly—and very common—use of TIF in Wisconsin is greenfield 
development. Greenfield development is the development of formerly open/
agricultural land, commonly on the fringes of urban areas. While TIF-funded greenfield 
development can repay its direct costs quickly, it also imposes significant new costs 
which often are not considered by city officials and joint review boards. 

For instance, using TIF to develop greenfield land creates new demands on road 
maintenance and sewer, water, transit and waste collection services. And, when 
greenfield development includes a residential component, it places more children in 
schools. Cities and other developed areas can more easily accommodate these new 
service demands because the infrastructure for them is already in place. In greenfield 
areas, these new service demands often require the construction of entirely new 
facilities such as wells, schools and water treatment plants. These costs are typically 
not part of TIF project plans, but are eventually shouldered by the public. 

Greenfield development also carries significant fixed tax base costs. Because greenfield 
property does not carry any physical barriers to development (such as obsolete 
infrastructure or existing buildings which must be demolished), it is likely to generate 
some development without subsidy. Creating a TID to promote development prevents 
local governments from receiving the taxes on any naturally-occurring development 
until TID debts are repaid.

Finally, when done to excess, greenfield development hollows out traditional city 
centers, promotes inefficient land use and contributes to sprawl and its attendant 
social costs, such as pollution and a jobs-housing mismatch.

Retail Center Development

When local governments use TIF monies to fund development of malls, outlet stores, 
or big box retail centers, they often lock themselves into a long-term cycle of TIF 
use. Repaying TID debts can take well over twenty years, and consequently local 
governments need to be especially mindful of how the buildings they subsidize today 
will look in a number of years. The physical structures of malls and shopping centers 
age quickly. Once in decline, these retail centers impede further development in the 
area and often require future subsidies to demolish or redevelop, imposing the full 
range of TIF’s costs on a community again and again.

Additionally, many national retailers are becoming more aggressive in their pursuit of 
TIF subsidies, playing local governments off one another to receive the greatest amount 
of subsidy. Competition between local governments to land major retailers is extremely 
costly to the public because consumer retail spending within a region is fixed, meaning 
that subsidizing new retail development generally just shifts the location of retail 
spending and lowers the values of commercial properties elsewhere in the region.12 
Local governments in Wisconsin should use their TIF funds to increase economic 
activity throughout the region instead of shifting it around within the region.

Finally, using TIF for large retail developments imposes significant negative externalities 
on local communities. While these companies tout the large numbers of jobs they 
create, these jobs are by and large low-wage and low-skill positions. Several studies have 
documented the high public costs of low wage work and Wisconsin’s local governments 
should reserve their TIF funds for developments that create living wage jobs.13 
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Potential Benefits of TIF Use 

Too often, municipalities measure the benefits of TIF project plans only by 
estimating how much new property value will be created in the district. In fact, 
the outlay of TIF funds can leverage a wide range of benefits, beyond just property 
value growth. Understanding the full range of benefits that TIF use can create helps 
joint review boards better assess whether a project’s costs outweigh its benefits.

Increased Property Value: In order for TIF to work, it must create new 
property value within a district. The taxes on this new property value pay for 
the costs of the development and, once all costs are repaid, the public benefits 
by having new property value added to the tax rolls, which allows for higher 
levels of government services or reductions in the tax rate. 

Employment: In addition to adding property value, TIF can, and should, be used 
to create new jobs. Adding new jobs to the community creates new consumer 
income, which is then reinvested in local businesses. But not all job-creating 
projects are equally beneficial. Projects that create living-wage jobs accessible to 
unemployed or underemployed individuals generate larger net gains in consumer 
income and reductions in demand for various forms of public assistance than do 
projects that create low-wage jobs with no opportunities for advancement. 

Catalyzing Further Development: TIF project proposals can also benefit 
the community by acting as a catalyst for further development. Projects 
which demonstrate the viability of a new market, such as early downtown 
condominium projects, spur future investment and eventually add property 
value well beyond that created in the first project.14 Also, providing TIF 
funding for small projects that can lead to much larger ones—for example, 
small business startup programs or business incubators—can leverage greater 
benefits for the community down the road.

Leveraging Other Monies: TIF can also be used to fill financing gaps in 
projects that can leverage other monies, such as matching federal/state grants 
or foundation dollars. Likewise, TIF can be used to match individual homeowner 
or business expenditures on exterior upgrades to their buildings, leveraging 
greater consumer investment in communities. Using TIF to leverage other funds 
increases the amount of benefits generated per TIF dollar spent.

Positive Externalities: Positive externalities are the beneficial side effects of 
TIF use. For example, developments constructed to green building standards 
can reduce demand on overstressed power grids and wastewater treatment 
facilities. Likewise, TIF projects located near job centers or that include links to 
transit systems or spaces for shared vehicles can help reduce commuter traffic 
on congested roadways. 
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A stronger joint review board process will help Wisconsin’s local governments 
ensure that worthy TIF proposals receive funding, while those which fail the 
‘but for’ and cost-benefit tests are denied. However, municipalities also need 

strategies to improve the quality of TIF requests before they are even submitted 
to the joint review board. This section explores how municipalities can shape the 
nature of TIF requests they receive and offers examples from across the state and 
country of how communities have incorporated specific community benefits into 
both city- and developer-led TIF projects. 

Setting the Ground Rules—a Municipality-Specific TIF Policy 
TIF is an outlay of public money and borrowing capacity and therefore 
should be used to achieve a public purpose. Each village and city throughout 
Wisconsin has different needs—some need more affordable housing, others 
need well-paying jobs, etc.—and the state-level reforms passed in 2003 have 
left municipalities with a great deal of flexibility in using TIF. In order to ensure 
that TIF funds go towards satisfying their most pressing public needs, Wisconsin 
municipalities should adopt a city- or village-wide TIF policy.

Municipality-specific TIF policies set restrictions on TIF use that go above and 
beyond the minimal state restrictions. By clearly laying out the municipality’s 
priorities in TIF funding, cities provide developers with a predictable guide to 
which projects can qualify for assistance, encouraging developers to undertake 
only those projects that meet the community’s needs. Currently, very few 
Wisconsin municipalities have adopted TIF policies; however, these guidelines for 
TIF use can be very helpful in protecting the public investments and securing 
quality developments for a municipality’s citizens.15 

Establishing a local TIF policy is also a good opportunity for city or village 
leaders to take stock of their community’s needs and solicit public input on 
the municipality’s development plans. As a municipality begins the process 
of formulating its TIF policy, it should convene neighborhood meetings to 
receive feedback on the types of development most valued by the community. 
What follows is a list of possible considerations and standards that can be 
incorporated into municipality-specific TIF policies.

 �Improving TIF Proposals Prior to 
the Joint Review Board Process
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Establish Different Statutory Paths for Needed Types of 
Development 

Wisconsin’s cities and villages should use their municipally-specific TIF policies 
to encourage TIF proposals that develop underserved market segments 
and provide high levels of community benefit. One way to encourage these 
proposals is to offer greater funding opportunities for projects that meet high-
priority community needs. In doing so, a municipality can automatically screen 
for those proposals that meet underserved markets and thereby ease the task 
of administering the ‘but for’ test. 

For instance, consider a city experiencing high levels of downtown housing 
development but in need of more jobs for its residents. To help encourage 
development proposals addressing these needs, this city could adopt a TIF policy 
that restricts the use of TIF funds in the manner suggested in Figure 4, below. 

Establishing such a policy would help in two ways. First, the city would receive 
fewer requests from residential developers because the amount of available 
assistance would likely not be worth the time and cost necessary to apply for 
it. The housing market would continue to develop under market incentives 
and city officials would not have to administer the ‘but for’ test to projects of 
questionable need. Second, the different statutory paths established would yield 
more development proposals for projects that meet a city’s need for affordable 
housing and quality job creation.

Figure 4 

Model of Different Statutory Paths to Encourage Job Creation and 
Affordable Housing Development 

Amount of Total Project Costs 
Eligible to be Covered By TIF Special Provisions

Residential Development 5 %
Elevated to 15% if development includes 
10% affordable units

Industrial Development 15 %
Additional Subsidy of $10,000 per job 
created that pays $13.00/hour or better
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Restrict Development of Open Land

From a land use perspective, Wisconsin is a rural state. For that reason, many 
suburban and rural communities must balance questions of land use as they 
seek to expand their tax base. Residents of these communities value their open 
lands, but these lands are also extremely attractive to developers and often 
included in TIF development deals. Because the service- and fixed-tax base 
costs of greenfield development are so much higher than those of infill projects, 
communities should consider placing restrictions on the amount of open land 
included in TIF proposals.

Require Job Creation and Quality Measures, and Enforce 
Minimum Labor Standards 

TIF-funded developments can create two kinds of jobs: temporary positions in 
the construction industry and permanent positions at new businesses in the 
district. In order to better ascertain the benefits of TIF proposals, municipalities 
should require that every proposal include an estimate of the number of jobs 
created by the development and the wage and benefits levels of these jobs, split 
into temporary (construction) and permanent categories. Having these figures 
will help municipal officials and members of the joint review board better 
assess what benefits the proposed development provides beyond additional 
property tax base.

In addition, city and village officials should require as a precondition of eligibility 
for TIF funds that certain job quality measures be met. For instance, the city 
of Madison requires all projects funded by TIF to pay prevailing wages to 
construction workers.16 And, while more difficult than regulating the wages of 
construction jobs, some cities have also tied the provision of TIF funds to the 
quality of ongoing jobs. For instance, the City of Davenport, Iowa, restricts TIF 
funding to projects that create at least 30 permanent jobs paying $10 per hour 
or more with health benefits.17 

Clawback Clauses 

When municipalities consider TIF proposals submitted by developers, they 
choose to support the project, in part, on the developer’s estimate of how 
property value will grow within the district, when the district will expire 
and how many jobs will be created. When these estimates are incorrect, 
municipalities are put in a tough position, because low-performing TIDs take 
even longer for municipalities to pay off and prevent them from investing in 
other and better TIDs. 

For this reason, cities and villages should insert clawback clauses into TIF 
development agreements to protect their investment of public funds. A clawback 
clause requires the developer to pay back some, or all, of the costs assumed by 
the city through TIF if the development does not meet the promises made in the 
original TIF agreement. In other words, if a developer overstates the amount of 
property value expected in the TID or the number of jobs to be created, the city 
is able to recoup the assistance it gave the developer.18 
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Require Affordable Housing in Residential Development 

The TIF reforms passed in Wisconsin in 2003 authorized, for the first time, 
the use of TIF monies for newly platted residential development—a use likely 
to comprise an increasing portion of the state’s TIF expenditures. However, 
the service costs of residential development are typically higher than other 
forms of development, as residential developments are denser than other 
developments and add significant service demands on school systems.

For this reason, municipalities should be careful when using TIF for residential 
development. That said, the ability to use TIF money for residential development 
provides Wisconsin municipalities an opportunity to leverage the construction 
of affordable housing, a sector which is historically underserved by traditional 
market forces. Cities and villages can require that a certain percentage of newly 
platted residential development be sold or rented below market prices, at a 
rate tied to a percentage of the county’s median income.

Make Developers Pay for Increased Service Costs 

As noted earlier, TIF use often carries increased service costs for local 
governments. Because the property taxes on the TIF-funded development go 
towards paying off the development debts instead of funding municipalities’ 
general services, paying for the service costs of these developments can strain 
local governments’ budgets. 

In general, as a development matures—moving through construction to full 
utilization—it demands more and more services from the city, county, sewage 
and school districts. One approach that insulates local governments from these 
spiraling service costs is to return an increasing share of the taxes on the value 
increment to local governments as the TID matures. For example, over the first 
five years, as construction is occurring, the full taxes on the value increment 
could be used to repay debts. After the first five years, an increasing share of 
the taxes on the value increment would return to local governments in order 
to cover the rise in service costs.

This approach has been used in Denver, Colorado, on a large redevelopment 
project at the former Stapleton airport. According to the project agreement 
signed by the developer and city, Denver will receive a progressively increasing 
share of the taxes on the value increment over the twenty-five year duration of 
this TIF district to fund its increased service costs (see Figure 5).19 
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Figure 5 

Share of Taxes on Value Increment Received By the City of Denver from 
Stapleton TIF Redevelopment 

Year

Share of Taxes  
on the Value Increment  

Returned to Local Govenments

1999–2004 0 %

2005–2009 13

2010–2014 22

2015–2019 30

2020–2024 47

Source: Front Range Economic Strategy Center. “Are We Getting Our Money’s Worth: Tax-Increment Financing 
and Urban Redevelopment in Denver.”

Require Public Input and Reporting on Community Impact 

Public hearings of a municipality’s planning council and legislative body prior to 
TID approval allow for some public input on proposed TIF projects; however, 
these meetings tend to occur after many of the projects’ details are decided.20 
Municipalities should ensure that opportunities exist for public input earlier in 
the planning process and that appropriate data is collected on the community 
impact of proposed development.

In order to gauge the public’s priorities, municipalities can require that 
developers hold additional public hearings before time, effort and money 
are invested in drafting a project plan. It is more difficult and expensive to 
incorporate community priorities when plans are rolled out in a near-complete 
fashion, than if these issues were tackled from the beginning. Requiring that 
meetings be held early in the process helps ensure that community needs will 
be met and prevents approval problems later in the process.

In addition, municipalities should require community impact reports for 
each proposed development to ensure that the public has the appropriate 
information with which to weigh in on TIF debates. Community impact reports 
consider the effect of the proposed development on local businesses and on 
potential gentrification, and assess whether the new jobs created would be 
accessible to those local residents most affected by the development.21 
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Incorporating Community Benefits into TIF Projects 
While a city or village TIF policy sets the ground rules for what will and will 
not be funded through a municipality’s TIF funds, local leaders should not be 
afraid to request specific community benefits that exceed those required in 
the TIF policy. Likewise, when planning and executing their own projects, cities 
should consider the following examples as they experiment with ways to 
leverage their TIF dollars into specific community benefits beyond just increased 
property value.

Use TIF Funds for Job Training 

One of the highest-benefit uses of TIF is to create living-wage job opportunities 
for unemployed or underemployed individuals. Helping these individuals into 
stable, family-supporting jobs benefits the entire region through increased 
consumer spending, the alleviation of poverty and fewer demands for social 
services. However, it is often difficult for residents most affected by the TIF 
district to gain access to the jobs created within the development. For this 
reason, some cities include a job training component in their TIF project plans.22

By providing funds for job training, cities can help workers access high-skill, 
high-wage jobs and also provide a strong incentive for businesses to expand 
or locate within the district. The manufacturing, construction and health care 
industries all struggle to find skilled workers, so access to trained workers can 
be a major draw for those industries. In 2002, the City of Chicago piloted a 
program called TIFWorks, which will reimburse employers or social service 
agencies for the cost of training new employees for jobs in TIF districts, or 
training that upgrades the skills of workers currently employed in TIF districts. 
The training must be job or skill-specific, but can include work-based basic 
and/or remedial training designed to improve job performance, or work-based 
English-as-a-Second Language (ESL) instruction.23 

Fund Loan Programs to Small Businesses and Home Owners 

In areas needing redevelopment, city officials often look for a single 
development to provide wide-ranging changes to the community. However, 
many small-scale upgrades taken throughout a community are often just as 
effective and help residents benefit from the redevelopment more directly. 

One way to pursue a more decentralized redevelopment strategy is by 
providing grants or below market-rate loans to people starting a new business, 
to business owners who want to upgrade their facilities, or—in residential 
neighborhoods—to homeowners wishing to renovate their residences. Besides 
increasing property values, this kind of TIF expenditure produces direct 
community benefits which are equally as important. Small grant and loan 
programs promote locally-owned businesses, increase community ties between 
the neighborhood and commercial areas and expand economic opportunity for 
neighborhood residents. Further, simple façade upgrades can often spur further 
development in struggling commercial centers.

The city of Milwaukee, in partnership with the Wisconsin Housing and 
Economic Development Association (WHEDA) employed this strategy in 
its Lindsay Heights redevelopment. Homeowners within the TID are eligible 
for forgivable loans of up to $10,000 for exterior repairs and upgrades to 
their buildings, such as roof replacement, window replacement, new siding or 
exterior paint or permanent outdoor landscaping.24 
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Fund Energy-Saving Home Retrofits and Renewable Energy 
Systems 

The primary goal of most redevelopment plans is to spur new investment in 
depressed or declining communities. While these upgrades generate incremental 
value for municipalities and improve the city’s overall building stock, they can 
also result in higher property tax bills for district residents, putting limited-
income families in a financial squeeze.

One way to offset this rise in living costs is to fund energy-saving 
improvements such as the installation of solar water heaters, or energy efficient 
windows, lighting or HVAC systems, in conjunction with projects directly 
related to increasing the residence’s property value, such as siding and roof 
upgrades. This system creates a more valuable and efficient building stock, while 
also ensuring that rising property tax bills do not force low-income families 
out of their newly upgraded homes. TIF funds could also be used to build 
renewable power infrastructure by providing low-interest loans to individuals 
willing to install solar photovoltaic or geothermal systems and, in rural 
communities, proving funds for farming cooperatives to turn animal waste into 
power and heat through anaerobic digesters.

Use TIF Funds to Build Residents’ Wealth through Individual 
Development Accounts (IDAs) 

The construction jobs created in TIF-funded projects are high-quality, living-
wage jobs. Unfortunately, many residents in TIF districts who need these 
jobs are unable to access them because they require participation in union 
apprenticeship programs that begin with weeks of unpaid training. Fortunately, 
the structure of TIF financing deals offers a possible solution to this problem.

Individual development accounts (IDAs) are dedicated savings accounts that 
match an individual’s contributions to help them save for a wealth-building 
purchase, such as an educational program. Most commonly offered through 
community groups, IDAs typically provide accompanying budgeting and financial 
literacy education. 

IDAs can be incorporated into TIF districts by providing matching funds for 
district residents who wish to save for wage replacement during construction 
apprenticeship programs. Because TIF districts are often created a number of 
years before construction begins, municipalities could use bond revenue to 
finance IDAs for community residents entering construction apprenticeship 
programs connected with the TIF-funded development. As the municipality, 
developer and affected businesses iron out the details of the project, 
community residents would already be saving money to enter apprenticeship 
programs that would begin at the same time as construction in the district.

Another possible use of IDAs within TIF districts is as a substitute for the 
homeowner loan/grant programs described above. By providing matching 
dollars for each dollar saved, TIF-funded IDAs could help to encourage district 
residents to invest in their own communities through the purchase of a new 
home or small business, or exterior upgrades to an existing home. 
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TIF use in Wisconsin has changed dramatically over the program’s 
thirty-one year history. What began as a program to assist urban 
redevelopment projects is now a financing tool for all kinds of 

development throughout the state, used most prevalently in Wisconsin’s less 
populous counties. And, with recent reforms authorizing the use of TIF funds 
for residential development, the program is likely to expand even further in 
both size and scope in the coming years. 

With the increased flexibility and popularity of TIF, it is crucial that local 
governments in Wisconsin take a more active role in overseeing TIF and 
encouraging its use for high-benefit developments. Joint review boards can no 
longer be rubber-stamp agencies; rather, they must thoughtfully administer the 
‘but for’ test and carefully weigh all of a proposed TID’s costs and benefits. 
Wisconsin’s cities and villages should proactively improve the quality of TIF 
proposals they receive by implementing individual TIF policies that set guidelines 
for would-be applicants and encourage high-benefit development proposals. 
And citizens and community groups should take a more active role in the TIF 
process, participating in public hearings, providing input on municipality-specific 
TIF policies and advocating for the inclusion of specific community benefits into 
TIF project plans. 

These strategies will help Wisconsin communities leverage the greatest amount 
of benefit per TIF dollar spent, building a high-road Wisconsin economy that 
preserves open land, keeps downtown districts vibrant, adds high-quality jobs, 
increases public input in city and regional development plans and grows the 
state’s tax base. 

  
Conclusion
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